Abstract-Unknown, unexplored and ahandoned subterranean voids threaten mining uperdlions. surface dewlopments and the entironment. Ilaiards within these spaces preclude human acces to creale and \erif) exlemire m a p or to characterize and anal)= the entimnment. To that end, ne hate de\eloped a mobile robot capable of autonomously exploring snd mapping abandoned mines. To operate without communicntions in a harsh environment with little chance of rescue, this robol must hate a mbua electro-mechanical platform, a reliable sunuare sjstem, and a dependable means of Idilure miner). Prewnted an-the mechanism, algorithms, and anal)& tools that enable autonomous mine exploration and mapping along with extensive :experimental results from eigbt successful drplo)ments into the abandoned Mathies coal mine near Pittshurgh, P4.
I. INTRODUCTION
Subterranean voids, specifically those presented .by abandoned mines, are a .hazard to their surroundings. Mining operations that encroach upon these spaces risk inundation by , .water or hazardous gases. Surface structures must cope with issues of subsidence and collapse. In coal mines, the exposed strata continuously generate sulfurous, acidic byproducts that poison the surrounding streams and ponds. "be first step in combating these risks is to catalog the existence, extent, and characteristics of these voids: Tens or even hundreds of thousands of abandoned mines exist in the United States alone [l] . Many of these mines were never mapped, and the maps that can be found are often unreadable or inaccurate.
Currently, the identification and verification of the extent of abandoned mines relies entirely on what maps are available and on indirect methods of observation such as groundpenetrating radar, in-seam seismography, or other geophysical tecbniques [2] . Degraded. structural integrity, pockets of lethal or explosive gases, fire, flooding, and other hazards:
-often render these spaces inaccessible to human surveyors.
Hardened against these conditions and ultimately expendable, robots are well-suited for operation in these dangerous areas. Camegie Mellon has developed a mobile robot ( Fig. 1 ) that can autonomously navigate and map dry or pardally flooded mine comdors. Groundhog is a 700 kg custom-built platform with an embedded computer, laser range finders, explosive gas sensors, and low-light digital video system. It is operated by a suite of software modules .that handle everything from low-level actuation to navigation and exploration. This document describes the system, with emphasis on the perception, navigation and exploration software that enables Groundhog to autonomously . . Groundhog: a rugged platform designed to traverse &e rough, unpredictable terrain of mine corridors. able to overcome obstacles such as fallen mof timbers, panial sidewall or roof collapses, rail tracks and deep mud. Shown here at the north portal to the Mahies mine.
operate in subterranean voids. Groundhog returns with data that is postprocessed into high-quality two-dimensional maps of its traverse as well as data that can be~used to generate a full three-dimensional model of the mine. Presented herein are the results from a campaign of eight successful deployments of Groundhog into the abandoned Mathies mine.
PLATFORM

A. Chassis
Groundhog is a rugged platform designed specifically to traverse the rough, unpredictable terrain of mine corridors. 
mines, whose most dynamic features are drops of water and resettling piles of rubble.
The bulk of the implementation, along with the statistical methods and formulation behind it, is thoroughly described ascertain a set of suitable goal locations, ordered by distance, and to derive a cost grid for path planning. The A* to compute the best path to the farthest reachable goal.
(depends on direction of navel) takes a three-dimensional [he surface level of the water, but no information concerning into 'Ocm 'quare' 'pan which a local gradient map is Thus, these interpolated areas are potentially dangerous and This information is used to decide whether the robot should plan over the complete space or to bias its attention to one side of the corridor, as described below.
B. Planning: Con~giiratioit Space Maps and Goal Selection
. The terrain map. is used to construct a collection of maps.
that describe the robot's configuration space, or C-space [6] . The C-space is the three-dimensional space of poses that the. vehicle can assume, consisting of the (z, y) location along with the vehicle's orientation, 6'. The C-space maps are obtained by convolving the terrain map with oriented kernels that describe the robot's footprint. Fig.4 shows some of these kernels. The highest kernel value is placed in the wheel area of the vehicle, with comp&atively small values assigned to the non-contact area in between, where the vehicle's clearance is approximately 30 cm. The result of this transformation is a collection of C-space maps, each of which represents a different vehicle orientation.
The reasoning behind this selection of kernels is a function of the environmenf Notwithstanding fallen rocks or timbers, the most prevalent ground features in abandoned mines are railroad tracks, once used to haul personnel into and coal out of the mine. It is acceptable, often preferable, to navigate with a track between the wheels, hut excessive interaction with these tracks causes the robot to consume more energy and can even damage the robot catastrophically by puncturing or unseating a tire. By assigning higher costs to the wheel areas, the intent is to make crossing the tracks a more expensive proposition than following them. Many large mine corridors contain two sets of railroad tracks, side by side. The safest area to navigate is directly over either of the two tracks. However, between the sets there can exist significant dips in which the robot may get stuck.
Hence, it is imperative to keep the robot focused on one side of the corridor when water prevents it from perceiving the ground structure. If the rate of data loss due to water surface reflection exceeds a predefined threshold, the planner applies another filter to the C-space map before proceeding to path selection. This additional step constrains the C-space maps in -an effort to bias the robot's path to one side of the corridor and keep within a predetermined distance of the mine wall.
The A* algorithm[5] is then applied to the resulting C-space maps. The A* search is initiated with a set of goal points.in decreasing order of distance from the robot. These goals are selected based on prior pose information to maximize motion down the center of the current corridor and are consuucted to coincide with non-obstacle areas of the C-space maps. If there is a wall bias to be considered, the goals are reselected to lie within the restricted C-space corresponding to the preferred side of the corridor.
If the robot is unable to find a path to any of the goals generated, it concludes that the corridor is unnavigable and begins exiting the mine. , an incremental scan matching technique registers scans acquired using a forward-pointed laser range finder while the vehicle is in motion. This algorithm aligns scans by iteratively identifying nearby points in pairs of consecutive range scans, then calculating the relative displacement and orientation of these scans by minimizing the quadratic distance of these pairs of points [ll] . This approach leads to the recovery of two quantities: locally consistent maps and an estimate of the robot's pose. This pose estimate is used to correct the substantial drift in the robot's cdomenic pose estimation and allows the robot to more closely traverse its selected path.
Component Failure
Iv. OPERATIONAL SAFEGUARDING AND FAILURE RECOVERY
Under controlled conditions, an emergency stop switch and CPU restart button are sufficient. mechanisms 10 safely and reliably operate the robot. However, in a field deployment, the hazardous nature of abandoned mines prohibits physical interaction. To ensure the robot's consistent and safe return from the mine. it must be able to respond to environmental hazards and recover from system failures. Groundhog has five3 basic modes of operation.
. Exploration. The robot explores inward using 3D path planning and obstacle avoidance.
. Normal Return. The robot proceeds out of the mine using 3D path planning as in the exploration mode.
-Aggressive Return. The robot temporarily degrades to simple 2D comdor following using the rear laser when 3D planning fails to find a path out of the mine.
. Hazard Idle. If the robot encounters an explosive atmosphere, all external devices are powered down and the system idles until the condition passes or power is depleted.
. Teleoperation. While the robot is in wireless ethemet range, it is possible to interrupt the autonomous cycle and operate the vehicle remotely. 
Software Environmental Failure Hazard
A. Component Failures
Many hardware failures are catastrophic and will result in the permanent loss of the robot. There are, however, several simple hardware failures that may be successfully mitigated, listed in Table I . 
E. Software Failures
Groundhog's software system is managed by a master process that executes all the software modules on system stamp and monitors them for failure. On initial startup (before entering a mine), the master process sets a persistent flag in the file system that is detected on any subsequent reboot and immediately initiates exit from the mine.
If a software module is terminated unexpectedly, the event is logged, the entire software system is reinitialized. and egress is initiated. If the software system cannot be restarted, the CPU is rebooted with the hope that restarting the system will resolve the failure. For lack of a better alternative, this reboot cycle will persist until the failure is resolved or power is exahusted.
V. FIELD CAMPAIGN
A. Locarion
As an unce~tified~ vehicle, special consideration was given to the choice of mine for field experiments. In close coordination with MSHA and PA-DEP, the Mathies mine (Fig.6 ) was selected given the following requirements:
'MSHA nominally requires strict and igorour safety testing hefore permitting any device lo operate in a mine. After working closely with.these agencies and with the mine owner, we were granted access to the Mathies mine, which until 2000, had been used as a coal haulage route to move freshly mined coal through a small mountain rather than over it. Since the mine was abandoned, acidic-runoff from Mathies and other nearby mines has been building up on one side of the mountain, and PA-DEP has been charged with pumping the runoff to a treatment facility on the other. PA-DEP is interested in running a pipeline through the old Mathies mine to avoid the expense of laying pipe and pumping the water over or around the mountain. Under-this premise. we were granted an experimental variance to autonomously explore the Mathies mine in order to evaluate its condition.
Mission
As highlighted in Fig. 6 , there are three portals into Mathies5. On the left side of the map, two ponals lay next to each other. separated by approximately 10 meters. These two portals lead to two separate corridors that run roughly parallel to each other for approximately 900 meters. There they join together into one larger corridor and proceed another 200 meters to the single portal at the other end, near the treatment facility.
B. Crindirioirs
Ponals 1 and 2 are dry, with a single set of railroad tracks running the length each and a small drainage ditch to one side. Portal 3 is at a lower elevation and thus contains a significant portion of the residue and runoff from the mine. The resulting terrain is dominated by 10.20 cm of orange, sulfurous mud6 interwoven with small areas of slowly flowing water. As previously mentioned, this area of the mine has two tracks on raised beds, with a steep-walled drainage trench that can he as deep as 50 cm. The discovery of this trench necessitated wall-biased navigation as described above.
C. Operations
Groundhog's inaugural mission into Mathies took place on pollutant of nearby bodies of water Portal I with the goal of autonomously traversing the entire mine from end to end. Instead, Groundhog encountered a fallen roof timber (see Fig.7 ) 308 meters into the mine and decided to turn back. Subsequent system failures stranded the robot approximately 160 meters from the portal, and onsite inspectors received permission to suit up and walk into the mine to recover the robot. The lessons learned from that first deployment led to the development of the fault-tolerance paradigm described above. Unable to find a return path by 3D planning, the system reverted to "Aggressive Retum" and subsequently crashed. The failure recovery system reinitialized the software system, and once restarted, the autonomous cycle was interrupted and the vehicle was teleoperated out of the mine.
D. Resu1t.s
Table II summarizes the Mathies campaign. Groundhog successfully mapped 800 of the possible 2 100 meters8 of mine corridor, autonomously traversing in excess of 2 kilometers in the process. The results of these eight deployments are displayed in Fig.8 , showing the generated 2D maps and 3D scans of the mine. The roof-falls encountered in portals 1 and '2 have been deemed impassable, so no further exploration is planned for these entries. It is suspected that there is more information to 'The mine is roughly 950 meters per coridor, plus 200 meten after the fork near Pond 3. 
VI. S U M M A R Y
We have described a mobile system, Groundhog, for the robotic mapping of dry and partially submerged mines. Over eight missions, Groundhog has met the hazards and challenges of an abandoned mine and returned seven of those eight times without physical intervention. Groundhog has logged over IO hours of autonomous operation and has autonomously traversed in excess of two kilometers in an abandoned mine. Groundhog is a robust, reliable system capable of collecting data and generating maps of hazardous environments where no human should go.
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